
Project Update - 5th Dec 2020 

1. Build the base for the Chapel 


2. Choose and buy Benches and 
Planters 


There is £650 remaining budget from the Parish Council to 
spend on these!


Let us know your preferences


In 2021;

3. Information Board

4. Cross

5. Memorial Plaques 


Of course we can mow, plant, weed and care for the space 
throughout all of this :) 




Bench Ideas 

Benches to go on the church footprint


Benches with a back, or not?


Benches/picnic table to go elsewhere in the space?


Other styles? 



Planter Ideas 






Wooden or concrete?


Rectangular, square or round?




Polish Church Meeting and Visit; 5th December 2020 
Aim: to discuss ideas for benches and planters for the Polish church garden


Attendees

Anna, Eileen, Tim Hardwick, Sally.


Agreements

- For the footprint base, 2 simple benches (without backs) would be appropriate & positioned at 

45⁰ to the sides (see diagram) and bolted to the concrete base for security

- Also, for the base, 4 large wooden square planters would look suitable & positioned at each 

corner and again if possible to be bolted to the concrete base for security

- For the grassy area, another picnic bench of the same style as the existing one

- Also, for the grassy area, a single 3-seater bench with a back, and possibly somehow fixed in 

position for security against theft. This could be the memorial bench for Les and Eddie

(Note: the benches at the village green are secured on concrete bases. However, we felt that it 
is really good to be able to move the picnic benches around to suit families and although they 
are relatively easily moved, they are wide and awkward which hopefully means they are less 
likely to be stolen)

**Alexa DB Addition - there may not be funds for all items, in which case they’ll be bought in the 
order above***


- The information board should be positioned at the start of the steps up to the church footprint, 
on the left as you approach


- The cross should be simple, wooden and not too tall

- The planters should be used for perennial low maintenance plants and with low watering 

requirements. However, additionally, during the summer, the immediate neighbours might also 
like to add smaller pots of annuals etc grouped around the planters for extra colour.


- If possible, bank up some extra soil against the retaining sides of the footprint base, where 
there is a significant change of level (to minimize accidents)


 Sketch diagram showing possible positions of benches & planters  




